Improvements in primary care skills and knowledge with a vocational training program – a pre-post survey
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Background: Facing the upcoming shortage of primary care physicians (PCPs), medical and governmental organizations have recently made major investments to foster vocational training programs in Switzerland, designed to provide context-specific training for trainees in primary care practices. Less is known about the impact of these programs on the skills and specific knowledge of trainees. We aimed to evaluate the Cantonal program for vocational primary care training in the Canton of Zurich, Switzerland’s largest Canton.

Methods: We undertook a pretest–posttest study and surveyed physicians before and after participating in the Cantonal program for vocational primary care training in the Swiss Canton of Zurich. All trainees who participated in the program from 2013 until the end of 2015 were eligible. Primary outcome was the proportion of trainees being confident about their professional, organizational, examination and management skills before and after completing vocational training. Secondary outcomes were the proportion of trainees stating knowledge gain in entrepreneurship and the proportion of trainees being motivated to pursue a career as PCP.

Results: Data of 47 trainees participating in the vocational training between 2013 and 2015 were eligible. In total, 35 (74.5%) participated in the T1 survey and 34 (72.3%) in the T2 survey. At T2, significantly more trainees (T1: 11%–89%, T2: 79%–100%) stated to be at least “slightly confident” about their skills (p<0.05 for each individual skill). Knowledge gain in entrepreneurship was highly expected and experienced by the trainees (55%–77% of respondents) in case of medicine-specific contents, but hardly expected in case of general business contents (≤47% of respondents). Concerning trainees’ motivation to pursue a career as PCP, we observed only a minimal, statistically insignificant change, suggesting that the vocational training did not alter trainees’ preconceived career plans as PCP.

Conclusion: Given the measured increase in confidence, evaluation of training programs should focus on operationalizing key skills of PCPs. Given the lack of change in trainees’ motivation; however, statements about the effect of program implementation on national shortage of PCPs cannot be made.
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Background

Swiss health care is challenged by a shortage of primary care physicians (PCPs). PCPs retiring within the next few years outnumber the number of medical students and young physicians who perceive primary care as an attractive career choice.1,2 Supporting young physicians in becoming PCPs is of interest and several studies have shown that time spent in primary care increases the likelihood of young physicians to become PCPs.3–5
Particularly time of residency is in the focus, since residency was shown much more determining concerning future career choice than medical school.4 Unfortunately, studies have also shown that many residents initially interested in a career in primary care are discouraged during their vocational training and seek different career paths afterwards.7,8

In Switzerland, vocational training in primary care during residency has been introduced in the late 90s. Facing the upcoming shortage of PCPs, medical as well as governmental organizations have recently made major investments to foster vocational training programs, designed to provide context-specific training for trainees in primary care practices.9 Despite the long tradition of these programs, data on outcomes of such programs is scarce. We aimed to evaluate the Cantonal program for vocational primary care training in the Canton of Zurich, Switzerland’s largest Canton. We were particularly interested to investigate participating trainees’ gain in skills and knowledge during vocational training, and the influence on trainees’ future career plans.

Methods
We undertook a pretest–posttest study and surveyed physicians before and after participating in the Cantonal program for vocational primary care training in the Swiss Canton of Zurich as trainees.

Outcomes
Primary outcome of the study was the proportion of trainees being confident about their professional, organizational, examination and management skills before and after completing vocational training.

Secondary outcomes were the proportion of trainees stating knowledge gain in entrepreneurship during the training, and the proportion of trainees being motivated to pursue a career as PCP before and after completing the training.

Setting and participants
The Cantonal program for vocational primary care training in the Swiss Canton of Zurich is managed by the Institute of Primary Care, University and University Hospital of Zurich. Trainees who participate in the program are employed by the Institute of Primary Care and pass their training in affiliated primary care practices, supervised by teaching physicians. Trainees regularly receive advanced group training courses on clinical topics. Besides, content and teaching format are not regulated. Teaching physicians are free to design the training individually. The following requirements are imposed on teaching physicians:

- Professional license valid in Switzerland.
- Swiss medical board certification in General Internal Medicine or Pediatrics.
- Teaching license of the Institute for Postgraduate and Continuous Education of the Swiss Medical Association.
- Diploma for Continuing Medical Education (CME) of the Medical Society for General Internal Medicine or Pediatrics.
- Complete training course in teaching medical students and residents.

Training duration is 6 months for a full-time employment, or longer if participants chose a part-time employment. Trainees are required to have spent at least 2 years in inpatient internal medicine residency. Applicants need to submit a written application and are selected into the program after passing an unstructured interview led by staff of the Institute of Primary Care, University and University Hospital of Zurich. Acceptance rate is 95%. So far, the primary reason for the rejection of applicants was their lack of previous clinical experience. The program and collection of data started in the year 2013. All trainees who participated in the program until the end of 2015 were eligible.

Data collection and questionnaire
All trainees participating in the program were invited to the survey at the beginning of the training (T1) and at the end of the training (T2).

The survey was performed using a self-administered online questionnaire comprising a total of 11 items at T1 and 23 items at T2. At T1 and T2, 8 items asked for self-evaluated skills and career choices. In addition, at T2 only, 1 additional item queried knowledge gain in entrepreneurship.

Regarding self-evaluation of skills, trainees were asked to rate their confidence in four dimensions of skills on a 6-point Likert scale: 1) professional skills (recognition and differential diagnosis of diseases, generate and test working hypotheses, interpret results and initiate therapies), 2) organizational skills (prioritize health problems and organize treatment accordingly, provide out-of-practice care, efficiently communicate with other health professionals), 3) examination skills (efficiently use examinations and understand limits of diagnostic measures in primary care) and 4) management skills (draw up tailored treatment plans and take responsibility of long-term care for patients). The scale ranged from “completely unconfident” (1 point) to “completely confident” (6 points). In addition, an opt-out answer (“I do not know”) was provided.
We categorized the inquired skills into two categories, first “basic skills” and second “specific primary care skills”. For the latter we included skills characteristic for PCPs in their role as care coordinators and providers of continuous patient-centred chronic care. Namely these were the skills to “make optimal use of time between two encounters of a patient for case management” (organizational skill), “prepare home visits and cope with reduced diagnostic tools when seeing patients at their home” (organizational skill), “understand limits of diagnostic measures in practice and refer the patient if necessary” (examination skill), “draw up a diagnostic and treatment plan tailored to patients’ needs” (management skill), “manage the most prevalent chronic diseases” (management skill) and “provide long-term care for patients with multiple chronic diseases, particularly regarding medication adjustment” (management skill).

Knowledge gain in entrepreneurship was evaluated in seven dimensions of private practice business (payroll accounting, team leadership, facility management, health insurance business, billing and accountancy). Respondents were asked to state whether they had or had not expected a gain of knowledge on these topics and whether an expected knowledge gain had taken place at T2.

Concerning career choices, trainees were asked to declare their motivation to become a PCP (level of motivation on a scale from “1, very low” to “6, very high”) and their preferred work setting (single vs group practice, self-employed vs employed, rural vs suburban or urban setting) and workload (percentage of full-time equivalent).

Statistics
Distributions of survey answers are presented as frequencies and percentages. If not indicated otherwise, all percentages refer to the total number of survey respondents who answered a particular item. Continuous variables are presented as mean and SD or median and interquartile range (IQR), minimum and maximum (min/max). Paired Wilcoxon test was used to test comparisons between answer distributions of continuous variables, while Fisher’s exact test and McNemar’s test were used for ordinal and dichotomous variables, respectively. A p value < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. All statistical analyses were done in R (version 3.2.4, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Ethics approval and consent to participate
According to current Swiss law on human research, surveys among physicians do not require an approval by the regional ethics committee.24 Completion of the survey was deemed to be consent to participate.

Results
Population
Data of 47 trainees participating in the vocational training between 2013 and 2015 were eligible. Of these trainees, 40 (85.1%) were female. Median age was 33 years (IQR 31−34). Trainees entered the program median 6 years (IQR 4.2−7) after graduation. Median length of preceding clinical experience was 4.8 years (IQR 3.5−5). Forty-four (93.6%) had clinical experience as resident in internal medicine, 28 (59.6%) in surgery, 13 (27.7%) in otorhinolaryngology, 10 (21.3%) in rheumatology, 9 (19.1%) in dermatology, 6 (12.8%) in psychiatry and 57.4% in other medical specialities. In total, 35 (74.5%) participated in the T1 survey and 34 (72.3%) in the T2 survey. Completeness of questionnaires was 100% at T1 and 94.3% at T2. Respondents did not significantly differ from nonrespondents in terms of age, sex and clinical experience. The trainees were each supervised by one of 32 teaching physicians (4 women, 28 men) with a mean of 1.0 years (SD 0.4) teaching experience since registration in the Cantonal program for vocational primary care training.

Skills
Confidence in five professional skills was inquired. At T1 across all professional skills, the average proportion of trainees who were at least “slightly confident” (score ≥ 4) was 83.4% (SD 4.2%). At T2, this measure increased to 98.8% (SD 1.5%). Not only the overall confidence, but also the confidence in each individual professional skill increased significantly (p < 0.05 for each individual skill). Figure 1 lists the skills and shows the according distribution of Likert scale ratings.

The most substantial increase was observed in the skill of selecting adequate diagnostic tools: the proportion of respondents who expressed confidence with a score ≥ 4 increased from 77.1% (27/35) to 100% (33/33). The smallest increase was observed regarding the skill of initiating an indicated therapy for the most important diseases in primary care with 88.6% (31/35) assigning a score ≥ 4 at T1 vs 97.0% (32/33) at T2.

Similarly, nine organizational skills were inquired. Across all organizational skills, the average proportion of trainees who assigned a score ≥ 4 was 67.0% (SD 21.7%) at T1 and 90.2% (SD 13.5%) at T2 also with significant increases in all individual organizational skills (p < 0.05).
A list of the skills and the distribution of Likert scale ratings is provided in Figure 2. The most substantial increase of trainees assigning a score \( \geq 4 \) was observed regarding the two primary care specific skills in this domain: “make optimal use of time between two encounters of a patient for case management” (65.7%, 23/35 at T1 vs 100%, 34/34 at T2), and “to prepare home visits and cope with reduced diagnostic tools when seeing patients at their home” (11.4%, 4/35 at T1 vs 55.9%, 19/34 at T2). The smallest increase was found regarding the skill of compiling all relevant information on a patient and phrasing a referral letter (85.7%, 30/35 at T1 vs 94.1%, 32/34 at T2) and the skill of deriving relevant information on a patient from physician letters (88.6%, 31/35 at T1 vs 97.1%, 33/34 at T2).

Concerning examination skills, four skills were inquired. Across examination skills, the average proportion of trainees who assigned a score \( \geq 4 \) rose from 73.9% (SD 14.4%) at T1 to 99.3% (SD 1.3%) at T2. The increases of confident trainees were statistically significant (\( p < 0.05 \) for all individual skills). Figure 3 lists the skills and shows the according distribution of Likert scale ratings.

The most substantial increase was observed concerning the primary care specific skill in this domain: “to understand the limits of diagnostic measures in practice and refer the patient if necessary” (50%, 17/34 at T1 vs 100%, 34/34 at T2). Smallest increase was observed concerning the skill of reducing physical examination to problem specific elements with 88.6% (31/35) assigning a score \( \geq 4 \) at T1 vs 100% (34/34) at T2.
Concerning management skills, three skills were inquired, all of them classified as primary care specific skills (Figure 4). The average proportion of trainees who assigned a score ≥4 was 53.3% (SD 12.0%) of 35 respondents at T1 and 91.2% (SD 6.3%) of 34 respondents at T2 (difference \( p < 0.05 \) for all skills).

The most substantial increase was seen concerning the skill of providing long-term care for patients. The proportion of confident trainees was 37.1% (13/35) at T1 and 82.4% (28/34) at T2. The smallest increase was observed regarding the skill of drawing up a diagnostic and treatment plan with 65.7% (23/35) assigning a score ≥4 at T1 vs 97.1% (33/34) at T2.

Entrepreneurship

Most trainees had expected to gain knowledge on entrepreneurship during vocational training and stated that their expectations were met, particularly regarding knowledge on how to run a practice pharmacy (expectations met 76.5%, 26/34; no expectations: 11.8%, 4/34), how to lead a practice team (expectations met 67.6%, 23/34; no expectations: 20.6%, 7/34), how to issue bills (expectations met 64.7%, 22/34; no expectations: 26.5%, 9/34), how to run a practice laboratory (expectations met 58.8%, 20/34; no expectations: 26.5%, 9/34) and knowledge on health insurance business (expectations met 54.5%, 18/33; no expectations: 24.2%, 8/34). However, there were exceptions: regarding knowledge on accountancy and payroll accountancy, most trainees did not expect to gain any knowledge in the first place (no expectations: 47.1%, 16/34 both items). Consequently, the number of trainees who stated to have gained knowledge was low (expectations met: 26.5%, 9/34 and 20.6%, 7/34, respectively).

Career choices

At T1, 26/35 (74.3%) of respondents declared to be highly (score ≥5) motivated to pursue a career as PCP compared to
30/34 (88.2%) at T2 \( (p=0.34) \). Respondents’ median level of motivation increased from 5.5 (IQR 5–6) to 6 (IQR 5–6; \( p=0.03 \)). The proportion of respondents who stated specific plans to settle down in a PCP practice increased from 6/35 (17.1%) at T1 to 11/34 (32.3%) at T2 \( (p=0.13) \).

Table 1 shows respondents’ preferred work setting and workload as PCP. Changes in responses were insignificant. Both at T1 and T2, respondents preferred group practices over single handed practices, employment over self-employment and suburb locations over rural and urban locations. Mean
preferred workload was 77% (SD 15%) of one full-time equivalent.

Discussion

Main results

We here present the evaluation of the Cantonal vocational training program in the Canton of Zurich in the years 2013–2015 based on trainees’ self-evaluation. The most substantial increase of the proportion of trainees being confident about their skills – was found regarding primary care specific skills. Regarding the other inquired skills, classified as basic skills of a clinician, trainees already stated a high confidence at the beginning of vocational training. The increase in the proportion of confident trainees at T2 was thus smaller, but still statistically significant.

Concerning the secondary outcome – the proportion of trainees stating a knowledge gain in entrepreneurship during vocational training – we observed most trainees being positive about their knowledge gain. Interestingly, however, trainees’ expectations varied largely depending on the dimension of entrepreneurship. Particularly regarding knowledge on accountancy and payroll accounting – two not medicine-specific business issues – almost half of the participants declared not to have expected and experienced knowledge gain. By contrast, knowledge on rather medicine-specific business issues (e.g., how to run a practice pharmacy) was highly expected and experienced by the trainees.

At last, we examined trainees’ motivation to pursue a career as PCP. We observed only a minimal, statistically insignificant change, suggesting that the vocational training did not alter trainees’ preconceived career plans. Evidently, our study population already showed high levels of motivation to pursue a career in primary care when entering the program.

Skills

Although a number of vocational primary care trainings exist in Switzerland, data on skill development of trainees were lacking so far. For the first time, we investigated different dimensions of skills before and after vocational training by self-evaluation. In sum, 21 skills were inquired. Thereof, 6 were classified as primary care specific skills, that is, management skills and organizational and examination skills that are characteristic for PCPs in their role as care coordinators and providers of continuous patient-centred chronic care. Apparently, trainees’ confidence in these skills showed large room for improvement at T1 at the beginning of their training and improved significantly. Participants’ confidence in the other inquired skills increased significantly as well, but less, because of high baseline ratings at T1. This may be due to the fact that these skills (i.e., “take patients history within reasonable time”) are not PCP-specific and should characterize any physician with increasing clinical experience. The 3–4 years of clinical experience of the surveyed trainees explain the high baseline ratings with relatively small room for improvement. It is to note, that most Swiss institutions operating vocational training programs demand previous clinical experience of trainees. More efficient evaluation should, therefore, focus on items that assess key skills of PCPs rather than basic professional skills. Particularly team skills enabling organizational learning and adaption of patient-centred care models should be in focus. However, our results provide some evidence for a minimum of 3 years of experience to be a good foundation for basic professional skills allowing primary care teachers to focus on primary care specific skills during the vocational training. However, one could also question whether 3 years of experience in other settings are truly necessary and vote for the inclusion of less experienced trainees in order to shorten postgraduate training of PCPs and thereby stimulate a generation-turnover in primary care. Given the fact that a lack of previous clinical experience has been the main reason for the rejection of applicants in Zurich so far, lowering the experience requirement might be an option to reach more residents in the future.

Entrepreneurship

We further investigated respondents’ knowledge gain in entrepreneurship. In the context of the Swiss health care system, this is important, because PCPs are traditionally entrepreneurs running their own practice. Our evaluation showed, however,
that not all trainees presumed to acquire respective knowledge during vocational training in the first place. The less medicine-specific the dimension, the lower was the proportion of trainees who stated to expect a knowledge gain. This may be explained by the fact that most respondents preferred employment over self-employment as future PCPs. Renunciation of self-employment is a trend among young PCPs that has been shown in different other studies before. It can be speculated that the respondents took entrepreneurship as negligible due to their anticipated status as employee without business responsibility. Vocational training designers should nevertheless be capable of teaching primary care-specific business contents. First, because the majority of trainees still expect to learn business contents. Second, because such education addresses main barriers to a career in primary care: fear of too much administrative work and uncertainty about the income situation in primary care.

**Effects on career**

Previous studies suggested that residency was much more determining for a career choice than medical school, and continuous contact to the primary care setting was shown to be an important factor for choosing a career in primary care. Vocational training in primary care is, therefore, often seen as crucial for workforce development. Our study is, however, not the one to prove this suspicion. Given the fact that participation in the Cantonal vocational training program of Zurich is voluntary, it is reasonable that it will primarily attract young physicians already interested in primary care. The results of our evaluation support the hypothesis that trainees represent a predetermined selection of physicians who consider a career in primary care already before entering vocational training and maintain or slightly increase their motivation. At least, our findings reduce concerns raised by other studies observing that exposure to primary care contains the risk of scaring future physicians off from primary care. Since statistics showing what proportion of new PCPs participated in a vocational training program are missing, the impact of these programs on career choice cannot be measured. Consequently, evaluations of such programs should particularly focus on respondents’ skills and knowledge gain, as well as (un-)met expectations, in order to identify target points for program tailoring.

**Strength and limitations**

The design of our study must be critically reviewed. The two-staged survey design enabled assessment of skills and knowledge gain without being subject to the flaws of retrospective evaluation. Still, it is an observational study based on a self-evaluation questionnaire and is, therefore, prone to cognitive biases of the respondents. Particularly anticipated career plans are to be appraised with caution. Alternative common methods of skills and knowledge evaluation that are less prone to respondents’ cognitive bias include assessments by supervising physicians, direct observation and/or video reviews and clinical simulations. Another suitable method to check on the long-term effect on career plans would be a case–control study in medical graduates. Furthermore, limitations concerning generalizability on both the trainees’ and the programme’s level must be acknowledged: to enter the program, trainees need to make an application and are evaluated by staff of the Institute of Primary Care Zurich. Therefore, trainees are subject to selection phenomena not controlled in this study. Finally, it is to mention here that we present evaluation data of a specific vocational training program. Results cannot be transported to other programs, especially when featuring different education structures. This is of particular importance since our program is characterized by a rather poor standardization of the content of teaching as compared to programs in the USA, Canada, the Netherlands or Scandinavian countries, where accreditation standards are set.

**Conclusion**

After vocational primary care training, significant increases in trainees’ self-evaluated skill levels could be observed, particularly in skills that are characteristic for PCPs’ role as coordinators of chronic and patient-centered care. Knowledge gain in entrepreneurship was significant, but trainees’ awareness for the topic was heterogeneous. Trainees were right from the beginning highly motivated to pursue a career in primary care, but did not increasingly commit themselves to specific career plans immediately after training completion. Evaluation of training programs should, therefore, focus on operationalizing key skills of PCPs and ideally include reproducible assessments of different teaching levels, trainee skills and knowledge and include career follow-up in order to ensure quality of programs. Otherwise, statements about the effect of program implementation on national shortage of PCPs cannot be made.
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